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ABSTRACT
The study of opinions towards migrants is profoundly important to
understanding migration as well as to politics. Previous research
has contributed to understanding anti-immigrant attitudes using
social media data. However, there is still a need for a better un-
derstanding of opinions towards migrants in transit. We study the
case of Central American migrant caravans from 2018 to 2021 by
looking at the opinions in both the US, the destination country, and
Mexico, the transit country. Media highly covered these events,
and an online debate about them started on social media. Our
research aims to understand how migrant caravans are discussed
online. We are particularly interested in how media salience and
geographical variables are associated with the sentiment intensity
of the opinions. We combine geolocated data from Twitter, GDELT
(Global Database of Events, Language, and Tone), and Survey and
Census data for the US and Mexico. We use topic modeling to find
the latent topics within the online Twitter discussion, and VADER
sentiment analysis to quantify tweets’ sentiments to calculate the
sentiment intensity score that is used as the dependent variable
of our OLS regression models. For both countries, we found that
similar topics were discussed with a more political discussion in
the US. Our analysis of the sentiment score revealed that sentiment
does not reflect stance adequately, which led us to analyze the
sentiment intensity score (absolute value of sentiment). We found
that, for Mexico, when the media generated a higher number of
news articles about migrant caravans, the sentiment intensity was
higher. For the geographical variables, we found no significant
association in the US; however, for Mexico, tweets in bordering
states had a lower sentiment intensity. These results shed light
on the differences in the determinants of sentiment intensity in
opinions between the two countries.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Migration emerges as a crucial and highly debated topic in the
public and political spheres. For example, political stances and mi-
gration policies often influence electoral outcomes and party prefer-
ences [1] in many countries. Understanding and gauging opinions
towards migrants and migration policy has become a significant
factor in shaping political strategies [2, 3] and decisions regarding
social cohesion, economic integration, and state sovereignty. As mi-
gration continues to play a prominent role in contemporary society,
it is likely to remain a central point of discussion and contention
in politics for the foreseeable future. In this paper, our specific
interest is in opinions towards migrants in transit by looking at the
particular case of opinions towards migrant caravans in the US and
Mexico.

Migrant caravans aswe know them today started in 2011with the
first “Migrant Viacrucis” (theWay of the Cross)1 as a form of protest
to denounce the violations of the Human Rights of migrants2 [4].
This movement caught the media’s attention in 2018 due to its large
size, and its explicit aim to reach and to cross the US border, which
in turn fueled the political discussion in the US and in Mexico.

1Their origin is from the catholic tradition of reliving Christ’s suffering walk to the
cross. The journey of these Viacrucis resembles the journey of suffering migrants have
to go through in their journey through Mexico. In addition to these Viacrucis, other
mass mobility protests are organized like the Caravan of Mothers of Missing Migrants,
who are relatives of missing migrants. These caravans go through Mexico but with no
intention of crossing to the US.
2During these processions, activists and undocumented migrants walk the routes that
migrants usually transited during their journey through Mexico to the United States
with no specific intention of crossing the border.

1
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Migrant caravans emerged in a context of intense violence and
danger for migrants in transit through Mexico and a tense political
environment between the US and Mexico in terms of migration
policy. In this context, migrant caravans were an alternative form
of mass mobility considered by migrants as less expensive, more
visible, and therefore safer [5]. These forms of mass mobility have
been highly discussed online in the news and on social media,
causing different reactions in public opinion.

The media depicted stories of migrants in transit in various ways,
portraying the risks related to the journey itself, including exhaus-
tion and transportation accidents. Since 2011, the conversation
has focused on the escalation of violence against migrants, which
included kidnapping, robbery, extortion, human trafficking, or-
ganized crime, and drug-related crime in their journey through
Mexico [6]. Media coverage of these dangers not only raised the
need for better migration policies but also promoted the creation of
solidarity networks for undocumented migrants in transit, showing
the relevance of media in the understanding of irregular transit
migration.

This research aims to study the opinions that people express
towards migrant caravans, using social media data. Particularly,
we are interested in answering the following research questions for
the US (as a destination country) and Mexico (as a transit country):

RQ1: How are migrant caravans discussed online?
RQ2: How do media salience and geographic variables influence

opinions towards migrant caravans?
Previous research has focused on the study of opinions towards

immigrants, building on inter-group contact theory [7, 8] andmedia
effects theories [9, 10]. In our research, we build on these theories
to study opinions towards migrants in transit. We contribute to the
growing literature of opinions on migrants in transit using social
media data by looking at opinions in the transit country and the
destination country.

To address our research questions, we integrate data from several
sources. These range from traditional sources, such as the census,
to innovative sources, such as Twitter and the Global Database of
Events, Language, and Tone (GDELT). Using these data sources,
we study different aspects of opinions expressed in tweets. We
first employ topic modeling to find the topics within the tweets.
Secondly, we use sentiment analysis to calculate the sentiment in-
tensity score of tweets. Lastly, we use OLS regression to understand
the different associations of sentiment intensity to media salience
and geographical variables

2 RELATEDWORKS
Customarily, surveys are the data sources to study opinions and
perceptions about migration. The surveys often include questions
like whether there are too many foreigners in the country [11]
or whether immigration is the most important issue to solve [12].
These questions help identify anti-immigrant attitudes. However,
surveys are subject to time and space constraints since they are only
conducted at specific moments, and not all countries have the same
resources to do surveys [13]. Today, as society evolves in the digital
era, new data sources have become available to study opinions,
attitudes, and sentiments. Among these are social media data,

which provide real-time observation of individuals’ discussions
online.

Social media data has been used for the study of different as-
pects of migration [14]. Some examples are migratory patterns [15],
identification of migrants and analysis of their cultural integration
[16], language acquisition of migrants [17], and attitudes and per-
ceptions towards migrants. Some of the advantages of the data
are the access to personal points of view about particular topics of
interest, access to data in a chosen period of time for a particular
event, and access to geolocations. These advantages of social media
data opened up new avenues for researchers to gain valuable in-
sights into public sentiments and opinions regarding migrants and
refugees. By tapping into the vast sea of user-generated content on
platforms like Twitter, we have access to a diverse range of opin-
ions and experiences related to this important topic. Researchers
have harnessed techniques such as topic modeling and sentiment
analysis as powerful tools in this endeavor. These methods help
enhance the understanding of opinions and emotions. For example,
they have been employed to detect hate speech directed towards
migrants [18] and to discern anti-immigrant sentiment, particu-
larly during the challenging times of the COVID-19 pandemic [19].
However, there is still room to study opinions towards migrants in
transit, especially in countries in the global south.

A recent effort to study transit migration with social media data
was the analysis of the digital life of the Central-American migrant
caravans [20]. This study looked into the interaction between dif-
ferent participants in the online conversation using social network
analysis. Then, sentiment and content analysis of the tweets were
performed for the different groups the authors identified through
social network analysis. The public discourse around migrant car-
avans has also been studied by analyzing tweets from January
to mid-February 2019, looking at the differences and similarities
between countries of different migratory profiles [21]. The study
found that the media widely promoted the public discourse and that
85% of the analyzed tweets had a neutral sentiment, with a higher
number of retweets of positive tweets than of negative tweets.

In today’s connected world, media is relevant to how people form
their opinions about a specific topic. Considering the relevance of
media in forming opinions, we build our research on the second-
level agenda-setting theory [22]. This theory emphasizes two levels
at which the media can influence people’s opinions. The first level is
the object of interest. It can be summarized as: “Although the media
cannot tell us what to think; it can lead us into what to think” [23].
This means that how often a matter is discussed by the media shapes
what people discuss. The second level is the object’s attributes. At
this level, attributes such as the tone or the framing of the matter
in the media play a role in shaping people’s opinions [24]. This
theory has been used to study, for example, whether variation in
news coverage affects anti-immigration attitudes [12] and whether
positive or negative-toned TV news influences attitudes towards
North African Americans in Belgium [9].

Media connects us and influences people’s opinions. Our daily
context, such as the people we interact with or encounter in our
daily lives, also influences our opinions. Group threat and inter-
group contact theories are two contrasting theories used to under-
stand the role of interaction with immigrants in forming opinions
towards them. Group threat theory [25] assumes that the local
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group would feel threatened by the outside group (immigrants). In
contrast, inter-group contact theory [26] assumes that contact be-
tween majority and minority groups will alleviate tensions between
the groups. Contact theory has been used to study anti-immigrant
sentiment; for example, Mirwaldt [27] applied contact theory to
border regions of Chequia with Germany, finding that cross-border
interactions influence the opinions about neighboring countries.

Recent studies have combined inter-group contact theory and
media effects theories to study opinions toward immigrants. Cyz-
mara and Stephan [10] looked into the effect of media issue salience
on such opinions in Germany using longitudinal survey data. They
found that greater visibility of immigration issues in the news-
papers raises more individual concerns about immigration. They
also found that the effect of the media salience is more substantial
depending on whether individuals live in places with a lower or
higher share of foreigners. A recent study uses these theories with
social media data. Menshikova and Van Tubergen [28] proposed
an approach to understanding the anti-immigrant sentiment by
creating a panel data with Twitter data to test group threat theory
and investigate the influence of media salience in anti-immigrant
sentiments. They used multilevel models to identify effects at the
regional, user and daily levels.

In the current study, we focus on opinions about transit mi-
gration, employing a case study of Migrant Caravans. Transit
migration is a complex migratory dynamic that includes an origin
country, a transit country, and a destination country. We look at
opinions in the US, the final destination country, and Mexico, the
transit country, providing a more comprehensive understanding of
how migrants are perceived throughout their journey. We study
different aspects of opinion: the topics discussed, the sentiment,
and the sentiment intensity. With our study, we contribute to the
growing literature that combines media effects theory with inter-
group contact theory using social media data. Furthermore, to
study the influence of media on opinions, we focus on an online
setting with the use of GDELT as a data source for online news
salience.

3 DATA
3.1 Twitter Data
Twitter is a micro-blogging platform where users can post short
messages and interact with other users through replies, retweets,
andmentions. We accessed these data through Twitter’s application
programming interface (API)3 with an academic developer account
that was available until March 2023. We collected geolocated tweets
that were tweeted from the United States and Mexico from the 1st
of January 2018 to the 31st of December 2021. We selected this
time frame to include the Viacrucis events of March 2018 and to
analyze the evolution of opinions regarding migrant caravans since
their initial media prominence. The search query for the tweets
was “migrant caravan” in English and Spanish and also in capital
letters. We kept the query of search “migrant caravan” as a single
term because if our query of search included either “caravan” or
“migrant” separately, we obtained tweets that were not particularly
related to the specific event of the migrant caravans.

3https://developer.twitter.com/en

The total number of tweets we obtained was 14,932, of which
54.34% were in English, and 37.75% were in Spanish. The rest were
in other or undefined languages. Tweets of which the language was
undefined mostly only contained URLs. We were not interested in
such tweets, as these tweets do not contain explicit opinions of the
user. For the analysis, we only kept those tweets written in either
English or Spanish, relying on Twitter’s language identification.
After downloading the tweets, only tweets written by users with
unverified accounts were kept for further analysis. In this way,
we focus on the tweets of individual users rather than those from
news and media accounts. Additionally, we considered retweets as
individual tweets as they contribute to the discussion of migrant
caravans as well. The final number of tweets was 6,740 for the US
and 3,802 for Mexico.

The geolocations that Twitter identified did not always include a
state of either the US or Mexico. To gather geolocation information
at the state level, we therefore used the Twitter API4 to acquire the
longitude and latitude of a location and subsequently determined
the corresponding state for this location.

3.2 GDELT data
In addition to Twitter data, we collected data from the Global Data-
base of Events, Language and Tone (GDELT) project5 to obtain
information on the number of news articles and the average tone of
online news6 for every day. GDELT monitors broadcast, print, and
online news from all over the world. GDELT data provide a large
number of variables that are useful to predict social unrest events
[29, 30]. One important variable is the average tone, expressed in
degrees of positive and negative. The tone of the news articles has
proven to be a valuable proxy for examining the country-specific
”media response” [31].

We use GDELT 2.0 through the GDELT 2.0 DOCAPI, fromwhich
it is possible to download data from the full archive and other gen-
eral information like timeline, volume of news, and daily average
tone of news in a given period and within specific countries. The
GDELT 2.0 database started in 2015, and it updates every 15minutes.
Immediately after collecting a news article, it undergoes machine
translation. The initial steps in this process involve language detec-
tion, word segmentation, morphological analysis, and sentiment
analysis to determine the tone of the news. GDELT has developed
emotional dictionaries for identifying the tone in the text. These
emotional dictionaries are available in 15 languages, including Eng-
lish and Spanish. For articles in another language than English,
the sentiment analysis is done after translation. GDELT measures
the tone of a news article with these emotional dictionaries. In
this process, words in the article are classified as having a positive,
negative or neutral connotation. The positive/negative score is the
percentage of positive/negative words in the article, where each
score varies from 0 to 100. The overall tone of the article is defined
by the difference of scores: positive score minus negative score. The
overall score can range from -100 (negative tone) to 100 (positive
tone), with 0 being neutral. The tone scores of the news items on

4https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/v1/geo/place-information/api-
reference/get-geo-id-place_id
5https://www.gdeltproject.org/
6http://data.gdeltproject.org/documentation/ISA.2013.GDELT.pdf
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each day are then used to calculate the daily average tone of the
news.

From this database, we downloaded data from the 1st of Janu-
ary 2018 to the 31st of December 2021 to obtain the daily volume
of the news articles and the average tone of the daily news arti-
cles that contain the query “migrant caravan”. We restricted our
search to news articles coming from news outlets in Mexico and
the United States, relying on GDELT’s algorithm7 to identify the
country source of each news outlet. Their algorithm relies on the
journalistic geographic bias that news outlets cover more events
that occur in close spatial proximity to their location than in other
areas of the world. It uses the top country mentioned in the news
outlet to determine the country of origin of the news outlet and,
consequently, the news article. We divided the daily tone by 100 to
scale it from -1 to 1.

3.3 Survey and Census data
We utilized data from the American Community Survey of 2018,
2019, 2020, and 2021 accessed through the Integrated Public Use Mi-
crodata Series (IPUMS) USA8 to obtain the number of Guatemalan,
Honduran and Salvadoran immigrants in the US. In the case of Mex-
ico, no yearly survey data is available to obtain these estimates. We
therefore approximated the count of immigrants from Guatemala,
Honduras, and El Salvador by determining the population born in
any of these nations. For the years 2018 and 2019, we used data
from the 2015 Intercensal Survey9. For the years 2020 and 2021, we
relied on data from the 2020 sample of the National Census10.

4 METHODS
4.1 Topic Modeling
Topic Modelling is an unsupervised machine learning technique
that counts words and looks for patterns to find the underlying
topics within a document. For this research and analysis, each tweet
is a document. There are several models for doing this analysis. This
research uses Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a standard model
for topic modeling that has been used before for the classification of
tweets [18, 19]. It is a well-established method that has been widely
used in the literature [32, 33]. Themodel assumes that the topics are
hidden in the documents; that is, they are latent. Another critical
assumption is that the distribution of topics in a document and
words in topics each follow a Dirichlet distribution. The number of
topics must be previously selected. Initially, LDA assigns a certain
probability for the words to belong to a topic and for a topic to
belong to a document. Afterwards, through a series of iterations,
the best assignment of words to topics and topics to documents is
found. With this procedure, the probability for each word to belong
to a topic and the likelihood for a topic to belong to a tweet are
estimated. We characterized each topic by looking at the ten words
with the highest probability of belonging to a topic. To determine
the general theme of the topic, we looked at the most common
words in a topic. Additionally, we read random tweets that were

7https://blog.gdeltproject.org/mapping-the-media-a-geographic-lookup-of-gdelts-
sources-2015-2021/
8https://usa.ipums.org/usa/
9https://www.inegi.org.mx/programas/intercensal/2015/
10https://www.inegi.org.mx/programas/ccpv/2020/

most likely associated with a topic to better understand what the
topics were about.

By employing the metric proposed by Cao et al. [34], we de-
termined the number of topics for the tweets from the US and
Mexico, as further explained in Appendix A. Through this process,
we selected four as the number of topics for both countries.

4.2 Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis is a natural language processing technique to
identify sentiments in text. It has been used to understand pub-
lic opinion about specific topics, including anti-immigrant senti-
ments [19, 28]. The two main approaches to sentiment analysis are
machine learning models (e.g., Naive Bayes [35], Support Vector
Machine [36], Maximum Entropy [37]) and lexicon and rule-based
tools based on emotional dictionaries of words (e.g., Linguistic In-
quiry and Word Count [38] and SentiWordNet [39]). This research
uses the second approach by using VADER (Valence Aware Dictio-
nary and sEntiment Reasoner) [40], which is tailored to analyze
text in a micro blog-like context. VADER considers grammar and
syntactic rules used by humans when using social media to express
their feelings or opinions and classifies sentiment into positive,
negative, and neutral. The significant advantages of VADER are
that it gathers lexical features of established sentiment lexicons,
it is computationally economical, and it is transparent about the
rules and lexicon it uses. Furthermore, VADER was initially tested
using Twitter data. Other advantages are that it can handle typical
negations, emoticons, emojis, commonly used acronyms, and the
use of punctuation and uppercase to signal increased sentiment
and emphasis. The analysis returns a compound score as a mea-
sure of the overall sentiment of the tweet. This compound score is
computed with the valence scores of each word in the tweet and
is normalized to be a measure between -1 (most negative) and 1
(most positive). An advantage of having a continuous score is that
it allows a measurement of how positive or negative the feeling ex-
pressed in the opinion is. The standard thresholds for classification
are: positive if the score is higher than 0.05, negative if the score is
lower than -0.05, and neutral if it is between -0.05 and 0.05 [40].

4.3 OLS regression analysis
We employ Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression to explore how
various factors, such as media salience, the size of the immigrant
population, and the geographical origin of tweets, contribute to
the sentiment intensity score of individual tweets. The sentiment
intensity score is defined as the absolute value of the VADER sen-
timent score assigned to each tweet. The reason for taking the
absolute value of the sentiment score is explained in Section 5.2.2.
Our model takes the following form:

B4=C8<4=C 8=C4=B8C~ B2>A4 =<4380 B0;84=24 E0A801;4B

+64>6A0?ℎ820; E0A801;4B + 2>=CA>; E0A801;4B
+2>=BC0=C + 4AA>A

The media salience variables were derived from GDELT. They in-
clude the volume of news articles about “migrant caravans” and
the absolute value of the average daily tone of news articles on
national online news, which we call the daily tone intensity. The
volume of news items is the proportion of news items that contain
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the query “migrant caravans” from the total number of news items
of that day worldwide. We scaled this variable by a factor of 100 to
obtain readable results (the volume of news was always less than
0.0004). Our geographical variables were derived from the census
and the geolocation of tweets. We include the percentage of North-
ern Central American immigrants in each US andMexican state and
a categorical indicator of whether the state belongs to a bordering
region. The percentage of Northern Central American immigrants
takes into account the proportion of individuals born in El Salvador,
Honduras, and Guatemala living in each state in the United States
and Mexico. For the US, we use a dummy variable for the states in
the US that share a border with Mexico. For Mexico, the indicator
for border states has three categories: the state borders with the
US, with Guatemala or Belize, or with none of them.

We control for the year when the tweet was written to account
for temporal factors such as the occurrence of significant events or
changes in public sentiment. For the US, we additionally control
for the language of the tweet. Language is particularly relevant in
the US, because of the sizable Latin immigrant population. Finally,
taking into account that tweets are clustered within states and that
the percentage of immigrants is a variable that varies per state and
year, we estimated our coefficients with clustered standard errors
for state and year.

5 RESULTS
5.1 Topics of the online discussion
The results of the topic modeling (Table 1) show the relevance of
the borders, support for migrant caravans, and the government
response towards them for both the US and Mexico. For the US, the
first topic includes keywords that show intention (will, can, and
want) and action (get and can). The second topic’s keywords are
associated with the situation at the border, such as asylum, chil-
dren, and Tijuana. The topic includes opinions about the aggression
occurring at the border, the asylum situation, and the matter of
children migrating by themselves or with parents. The third topic
contains words related to the right to transit (come, stop, immi-
gration, and troop), which are associated with the measurements
governments took to contain migrant caravans. The topic includes
opinions about either welcoming or stopping immigrants with the
sending of troops to the border. The fourth topic’s keywords in-
clude political figures like former president Trump, democrats, and
the news media, as well as concepts related to information (report,
claim, and support) and transactions (use and fund). This topic
includes opinions about the political figures’ statements toward
migrant caravans and whether they financially benefited from the
migrant caravans.

For Mexico, the first topic contains keywords like border, cross,
and Chiapas (a Mexican state on the south border) associated with
the situation at the border. This topic includes opinions about the
two borders of Mexico: north and south. The second topic’s key-
words include words associated with governance (govern, country,
and nation) and words associated with the right to migrate (right,
enter, human, pass). This topic includes opinions about the re-
sponse of the Mexican government since the tweets also expressed
opinions on whether free migration is a human right or not. The
third topic contains keywords associated with assistance to migrant

Table 1: Topics and the 10 most common words of tweets
with geolocation in the US and Mexico

US Mexico
Topic Keywords Topic Keywords

1. Intentions
and actions
of migrants

people, will,
american,
countri, get,
america,
want, can,
central, make

1.Matters of
the borders

border,
mexican,
central,
american,
state,
honduran,
cross, unit,
member,
chiapa

2. Situations
at the border

border,
mexico,
asylum,
tijuana,
mexican,
children,
member,
group,
hondura,
head

2.
Government
and
humanitarian
response

mexico,
countri,
govern, right,
enter, human,
migrat, ask,
nation, pass

3. Welcome
or stop
migrant
caravans

like, immigr,
just, say, stop,
now, come,
one, troop,
state

3. Arrival of
migrants

will, tijuana,
arriv, support,
today,
hondura,
alread,
shelter, leav,
citi

4. US
government
actions and
politics

trump, news,
presid, use,
new, report,
fund, claim,
support,
democrat

4. Reactions
towards US
actions

peopl, want,
help, one, say,
trump, like,
know, can,
mani

caravans in border cities (Tijuana, shelter, arrive, and support). This
topic includes opinions about the consequences of the arrival of mi-
grants to cities. The fourth topic’s keywords include words related
to intention (can, want, help), communication (say and know), and
former president Trump. This topic includes opinions about the
intentions of migrants and Trump’s declarations.

5.2 Sentiment of the online discussion
5.2.1 Sentiment of tweets. Figure 1 shows the daily average sen-
timent in the US and Mexico. In the second quarter of 2018, we
observe more days with a negative average in the US and more days
with a positive average in Mexico. In the last quarter of 2018, we
observe similar patterns; however, we also observed more values
close to zero. At other times, we observe fluctuation in the senti-
ment of tweets coming from both countries with no clear pattern.
Sentiment goes up and down within a larger range of values for
the US than for Mexico.
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Figure 1: Daily average sentiment score for the US and Mexico

Figure 2 shows the distributions of the sentiment for the US
and Mexico. We observe that for both countries, there is a large
number of tweets with neutral sentiment. For the US, there are
more negative than positive sentiment tweets. For tweets from
Mexico, there seems to be a slightly higher concentration of tweets
with positive sentiment than for tweets with negative sentiment.
The mean value for the US tweets with a positive sentiment is 0.470,
and for the negatives it is -0.533. For Mexico, the mean value of
positive tweets is 0.486, and for negative tweets it is -0.490.

5.2.2 Sentiment vs Stance. Sentiment analysis is a way to look at
opinions, but it may not fully capture an individual’s stance on
a topic. To better understand the differences between stance and
sentiment in our sample, we took a 5% random sample to manually
code the stance of the tweet in three categories: in favor of migrant
caravans, against, or neutral. We found that there were tweets that
we could not directly categorize as in favor, against, or neutral as
they were not directly related to migrant caravans but rather to
other political matters. Therefore, we classified them as unknown.
An example of this category is:

“Are we seriously going to act like Obama wouldn’t have
just sent this migrant caravan back to where they came
from?”

Table 2 shows the comparison between our manual stance coding
and the VADER sentiment results. For the US, we do not find a clear

Figure 2: Distributions of sentiment score for tweets from
the US and Mexico

association between the sentiment classification and our stance
coding. For Mexico, there are more observations in the diagonal
cells than in other cells, but the association is far from perfect. Some
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Table 2: Cross-tabulation of sentiment and stance based on a
5% sample of tweets

Sentiment
US Mexico

Opin-
ion

Nega-
tive

Neu-
tral

Posi-
tive

Nega-
tive

Neu-
tral

Posi-
tive

Against 30 16 19 16 5 10
Neutral 45 53 38 14 34 14
In favor 57 10 36 20 5 47
Un-
known

15 11 10 6 13 7

examples of tweets11 that were classified by VADER as exhibiting
a positive sentiment while we classified them as opposing migrant
caravans are:

“Seems like Trump was on point (yet again). Those MS-
13 gang folks are apparently making their way to the
US in the caravan.” (Tweet from the US)
“#MigrantCaravan, don’t come here. There are no jobs,
and there are drug dealers and dangerous people. The
United States doesn’t even want you. It’s better to look
for opportunities in your own country. If you need help
from other places, do it in an organized way, but stay
in your country.” (Tweet from Mexico)

At the same time, there are also tweets classified by VADER as
expressing negative sentiment but with a favorable opinion towards
migrant caravans, for example:

“Let’s cut the politics out of the #MigrantCaravan situa-
tion. We’re losing our #humanity here. These brothers
and sisters are just looking for #asylum from #violence.”
(Tweet from the US)
“This is a serious crisis, they are FLEEING from Hon-
duras. We need to be more humane and put ourselves in
their shoes, or at least try to understand their reality a
little. #CaravanaMigrante #CaravanaDeMigrantesHon-
dureños” (Tweet from Mexico)

The sentiment score indicates whether an opinion is expressed
in a more positive or negative sentiment. However, from our anal-
ysis, we observed that supporting and opposing stances can be
expressed with both positive and negative sentiments. This raises
the challenge that we lack a direct interpretation of negative and
positive sentiments as opinions towards migrant caravans. In order
to address this issue, we adopt a different metric: the absolute value
of the sentiment scores, which we denote as sentiment intensity.
This measurement allows us to evaluate the emotional strength of
opinions regardless of the specific stance of the tweet. We use this
measurement as the dependent variable in our regression analysis
(Section 5.3).

5.3 Sentiment intensity of the online discussion
Tables 3 and 4 show the results of the OLS regression of the senti-
ment intensity score (absolute values of VADER sentiment). Table
11All tweets presented in this article were rephrased using ChatGPT.

3 presents the results for the tweets written in the US. We observe
that none of our variables of interest are statistically significant.
However, we observe a negative relationship with sentiment inten-
sity in the years 2020 and 2021. We also observe that tweets written
in Spanish have lower sentiment intensity than those written in
English.

Our results for Mexico are different, as shown in Table 4. The
results forMexico indicate that as the volume of news increases, sen-
timent intensity also tends to rise. When including the variable for
border states (Model 1), we found that tweets from the Mexico-US
border and the southern border had, on average, lower sentiment
intensity compared to those from non-border states. When we
introduced the variable measuring the percentage of Northern Cen-
tral American immigrants (Model 2), we observed that, on average,
tweets that come from states with a higher percentage of Northern
Central American immigrants have a less intense sentiment. How-
ever, when we include both geographical variables (Model 3), we
find that the results are not statistically significant, possibly due to
confounding between these two variables.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Discussion
In this research, we explored the online discourse surrounding
migrant caravans. We examined the topics of discussion and the
variation in sentiment intensity of Twitter users’ opinions in re-
lation to media salience and geographical variables. We focused
on two countries that played distinct roles for migrant caravans:
the US as the destination country and Mexico as a transit country.
Through topic modeling, we found that for both the US and Mexico,
discussions around migrant caravans include topics of the arrival
conditions of migrants, their asylum-seeking intentions, the assis-
tance and support given to them, the legality of border crossings,
the deployment of the military to stop the migrant caravans, and
the responses to the actions of both governments. We also found
differences in topics between the US and Mexico, aligning with
their functions as destination versus transit countries. For instance,
in the US, the discussion exhibits a more political direction, empha-
sizing militarization and the right to enter the country. In Mexico,
the discussion revolves around the journey of migrant caravans,
the diverse challenges they encounter, the humanitarian response,
and the situation in regions near the borders of Mexico.

To further understand how migrant caravans are discussed on-
line, we analyzed the sentiment of the tweets. In the literature,
sentiment scores have often been used as a proxy for opinions.
Nevertheless, our analysis based on manual coding of the tweets
revealed that sentiment analysis inadequately captures the specific
opinions we aim to explain, such as supporting or opposing migrant
caravans. This additional analysis also revealed that individuals
associate migration issues with other political events, such as the
US elections. When other political concerns are expressed and
linked to migration, the emotional overlay could extend to how mi-
gration is perceived. This is particularly relevant when opposition
to political matters disseminates into opposition to migration, since
previous research has found that opinions with stronger sentiments
are more likely to be shared [41, 42].
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Table 3: Regression of the sentiment intensity score of tweets from the US

Dependent variable: sentiment intensity score
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Daily average tone intensity -0.226 -0.212 -0.221
Daily volume of news items 0.574 0.602 0.586
Mex-US border (Ref: Non border) -0.013 -0.017
% of NCA immigrants -0.002 0.004
Year 2019 (Ref: Year2018) -0.008 -0.008 -0.008
Year 2020 -0.050* -0.049* -0.050*
Year 2021 -0.054** -0.052* -0.054**
Tweet in Spanish -0.040*** -0.042*** -0.041***
Constant 0.379*** 0.375*** 0.375***
Observations 6,740 6,740 6,740
Adjusted R2 0.003 0.003 0.003
F Statistic 3.830*** 3.458*** 3.419***

Note: Model 1 includes media salience variables, border indicator, and controls. Model 2 includes media salience variables, percentage of
immigrants from Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador, and controls. Model 3 includes media salience variables, all geographic variables,
and controls.
*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

Table 4: Regression of the sentiment intensity score of tweets from Mexico

Dependent variable: sentiment intensity score
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Daily average tone intensity 0.933 0.902 0.92
Daily volume of news items 1.884*** 2.003*** 1.916***
Mex-US border (Ref: Non border) -0.018 -0.021
Southern border -0.052** -0.085
% of NCA immigrants -0.067** 0.06
Year 2019 (Ref: Year 2018) -0.006 -0.006 -0.005
Year 2020 -0.046 -0.038 -0.05
Year 2021 -0.008 -0.001 -0.011
Constant 0.294*** 0.289*** 0.292***
Observations 3,802 3,802 3,802
Adjusted R2 0.008 0.007 0.008
F Statistic 5.517*** 5.660*** 4.923***

Note: Model 1 includes media salience variables, border indicator, and controls. Model 2 includes media salience variables, percentage of
immigrants from Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador, and controls. Model 3 includes media salience variables, all geographic variables,
and controls.
*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

Furthermore, previous studies have shown that media salience
has an influence on anti-immigrant opinions. Through our analysis,
we found that the media effects differ between Mexico and the US,
emphasizing the difference in how opinions are formed in a transit
country and in a destination country. For instance, we found that
in Mexico, the increase in media salience heightens the intensity of
expressed opinions, which suggests a sense of crisis. For the US,
we did not find an association between media salience and senti-
ment intensity. However, through our topic modeling, we found
keywords associated with the media in one of our topics, showing
that the media plays an important role in the discussion of the

politics around migrant caravans. This accentuates the role of mass
media in our current world, particularly in sensitive topics such
as migration, since the continuous generation of news can affect
how people express their opinions. When examining geographical
variables, significant results were only observed in the Mexican
context. The findings suggest that opinions in border states are less
polarized compared to non-border states. In the case of the US, we
only found a significantly lower intensity of the sentiment from
2020 and for tweets in Spanish.
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6.2 Conclusion
Transit migration is a multifaceted phenomenon that engages vari-
ous stakeholders, and often becomes entangled in debates surround-
ing legality and human rights. The complexities surrounding transit
migration make it a challenging subject to understand fully. Despite
the complexity, this study shed light on different aspects of the issue,
specifically focusing on the sentiments expressed and their inten-
sity. By delving into these topics, we offer insights that contribute
to a better understanding of the factors influencing public opinions
toward migrant caravans. This understanding, in turn, might con-
tribute to the development of more informed and nuanced policies
and discussions surrounding a specific flow of transit migration.

6.3 Limitations
Despite unveiling interesting discussions and sentiment intensity
around the topic of the migrant caravan, our project suffers from
a few limitations. One of the limitations is the bias present in our
data. The Twitter data do not represent the whole population as
it captures the perspectives of users active on the platform who
allowed geolocation, excluding those without online presence and
with different communication preferences [13]. Additionally, our
data is limited to tweets that have geo-tags, and our media vari-
ables are restricted to the online articles within the collection of
GDELT. Therefore, our results cannot be generalized for the whole
population of the US or Mexico.

6.4 Ethical Statement
In this study, no individual-specific details have been released at any
stage during the analysis. When possible, the results are presented
at an aggregated level to protect privacy. We also ensured that
all quoted tweets have been paraphrased while maintaining the
original tone.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX A. Choosing the number of Topics

This figure shows four different measures to find the optimal
number of topics. All measures run from 0 to 1. The aim for Griffiths
et al. (2004) [43] and Deveaud et al. (2014) [44] is maximization,
whereas for Cao et al. (2009) [34] and Arun et al. (2010) [45] it is
minimization. We used Cao et al. (2009) [34] to find the optimal
number. For a range of 2 to 15 number of topics, a Latent Dirichlet
Allocation model for each number of topics was calculated. Then,
the metric Cao et al. (2009) [34] was calculated for the different
fitted LDA models, and the best number of topics was found by
taking the minimum value.

a US b. Mexico
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